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Abstract. Metacognitive ability is one of important ability in learning. If
learners can monitor their own cognition and know strategies to control it, they
can make their thinking better and get better performance. Concept mapping
gathers attention as a tool to facilitate metacognition. This study investigates the
relationship between metacognitive ability and learning activity with Kit-build
concept map (KB map). In KB map method concept maps cannot be built freely.
A teacher forms what he/she wants to teach as a concept map. This is called goal
map. And then, this is decomposed into separated nodes and likes. These parts
are provides to learners and they make a concept map with the parts to represent
their understanding. Like this, the method doesn’t allow freedom to build
concept maps. Instead, a teacher can grade maps of learners with consistency as
the degree of the same parts as the gal map. The degree can be an important
indicator of understanding of learners. Metacognitive ability can be decomposed
into three sub abilities: metacognitive monitoring, control and knowledge. This
study investigates correlation between these sub abilities and score of map. The
correlation presents, in learning with KB map, which sub ability affect map
score, that is, understanding of learner. The result shows there is the correlation
between metacognitive control and map scores. From this result, it can be
considered that Kb map helps learners to monitoring their cognition.

1 Introduction

Metacognition has received considerable attention in the research area of learning.
Flavell 3 and Brown 2 have popularized the concept in the area of and cognitive
psychology and educational psychology. Although the definition of it is not necessarily
fixed in these fields metacognition is defined in terms of metacognitive knowledge and
metacognitive skills. Many studies show the relation between metacognition and
learning.

Concept maps are described as a metacognitive tool 4. Concept maps are graphic
representations of a semantic structure of propositions based on the relationships
among two or more concepts. There are many reports on the effects of concept maps on
learners. As a method of concept map building there is Kit-build concept map 510.
Although general concept map building allows learners to make nodes and links freely,
this method provides learners with nodes and links (kit). Learners only use the kit to
build concept map.
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This study investigates the relation between meta-cognition and KB map. In the
next section, the framework and the characteristic of KB map. Section 3 explains the
experiments conducted in this study. Section 4 show the results of the experiments and
give consideration to the result. Finally Sect. 5 concludes this paper.

2 Kit-Build Concept Map

Kit-build concept map is based on that the task to make concept maps is divided into
two sub-tasks: segmentation task and structuring task 4. In the segmentation task parts
of a concept map are extracted from learning resources. In the structuring task the parts
are integrated into a concept map. One of the characteristics of KB map is that learners
are given a set of parts for a concept map and then re-build the concept map from the
parts. In this process, segmentation task is replaced with recognition task of the given
parts. Parts are made from a concept map prepared by teacher. Such a concept map is
called goal map. Parts are made by decomposing a goal map.

Figure 1 illustrates an example of a goal map. Teachers make goal maps as a
representation of the structure of what they want learners to learn. Figure 2 illustrates
an example of parts. It is call as kit. Although, in general concept map building,
learners are required to extract parts from learning resources, in KB map building
learners just recognize the parts.

Fig. 1. An example of goal map

Fig. 2. An example of kit
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In KB map building sub-task is different from general concept map building.
However, there is no difference in memory holding between the KBmap and general
concept map building regarding contents included in the kit 4.

KBmap system for building KB maps and analyzing them has developed 9. The
system is composed of two client systems: KBmap editor and KBmap analyzer, and the
server system KBmap DB. KBmap editor works on desktop and tablet computers.
Especially, KBmap editor for tablet is portable and can be used not only in computer
rooms but also in normal classroom. Figure 3 shows the screenshot of KBeditor on
tablet computers. KBmap analyzer works on web browsers. Kb maps made by students
are collected into KBmap DB and teachers can access to the data to analyze it on.
Figure 4 shows a screenshot of KBanalyzer.

Fig. 3. The screenshot of KBeditor on tablet computers

Fig. 4. A screenshot of KBanalyzer
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KBmap system is actually used in the classroom in an elementary school and junior
high school. The practical uses show the advantages of KB maps on learning effect 9,
formative evaluation for improvement of lesson 11 and collaborative learning
support 6.

3 Experiments

This study conducts two experiments to investigate the relationship between kit-build
concept maps and meta-cognition. In each experiment subjects are measured their
metacognitive ability with a metacognition scale and make a concept map with kit-
build approach.

3.1 Measurement of Meta-cognition

This study uses the adults’ metacognition scale constructed by Abe and Ida. This is
constructed based on Metacognitive Awareness Inventory that is composed as measure
Metacognition 8. Abe and Ida translated this inventory into Japanese and modified it
for adults 1. This modified inventory includes 28 items to measure meta-cognitive
knowledge, monitoring and control. Eight items are related to meta-cognitive knowl-
edge, nine items are related to meta-cognitive monitoring and eleven items are related
to meta-cognitive control.

3.2 Experiment 1

This experiment uses kit-build concept maps about animals and plants. Figures 5 and 6
show these kit-build concept maps. Subjects are 23 university students and construct
these kit-build concept maps with their knowledge.

Fig. 5. Goal map used in experiment 1 (animals)
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3.3 Experiment 2

This experiment uses a kit-build concept map about climate. Figure 7 shows the kit-
build concept map. Subjects are 25 graduate school students. The characteristic of this
experiment is that subjects build the concept map while reading a document about the
topic. Firstly the subjects have practice to build concept map with another kit-build
concept map within five minutes and then they build a concept map within 40 min. In
addition to that, they build the same kit-build concept map one week later.

4 Results and Discussion

Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 illustrate correlation coefficients between maps score and
metacognitive ability. The score indicates degree of similarity between a map made by
a subject (subject map) and the goal map. It takes the value of 0 to 1. If the score is 1, it
means the subject map is completely same as the goal map. The score is calculated by
the following equation:

mapscore ¼ the number of the correct propositions in a subject map
the number of the propositions in the goal map

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 shows correlation coefficients of maps and factors of meta-
cognitive ability: meta-cognitive monitoring, control, knowledge and total. As shown
in the table, there are mainly significant difference in metacognitive control.

In Experiment 2 there is significant difference only in the delayed kit-build concept
map building. It can be considered that this is caused by ceiling effect. In this map
building the average score is 0.879 and the standard deviation is 0.137. If there is
correlation between map score and meta-cognitive ability in this map, it would be
difficult to find significant difference.

Fig. 6. Goal map used in experiment 1 (plants)
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Fig. 7. Goal map used in experiment 3

Fig. 8. Results of experiment 1( animals)
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Fig. 9. Results of experiment 1 (plants)

Fig. 10. Results of experiment 2 (map building)
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Fig. 11. Results of experiment 2 (delayed map building)

Table 1. Results of experiment 1 (animals)

Monitoring Control Knowledge Total

Correlation coefficient 0.276 0.464** 0.176 0.468**
p-value 0.203 0.026 0.421 0.024

r0.05 = 0.396

Table 2. Results of experiment 1 (plants)

Monitoring Control Knowledge Total

Correlation coefficient 0.201 0.399** 0.138 0.381
p-value 0.359 0.059 0.531 0.073

r0.05 = 0.396

Table 3. Results of experiment 2 (map building)

Monitoring Control Knowledge Total

Correlation coefficient -0.142 0.242 -0.142 -0.040
p-value 0.347 0.105 0.345 0.791

r0.05 = 0.380

Table 4. Results of experiment 2 (delayed map building)

Monitoring Control Knowledge Total

Correlation coefficient -0.088 0.443** 0.089 0.206
p-value 0.562 0.002 0.555 0.169

r0.05 = 0.380
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From these results, in building kit-build concept map, meta-cognitive control can be
potentially related to map score. It is considered that this is caused by replacement of
segmentation task in scratch-build concept map building with recognition task of kit in
kit-build concept map building. This change of task decreases the load of meta-cognitive
monitoring and fosters meta-cognitive control.

5 Conclusion

This study investigates the effectiveness of kit-build concept map building in terms of
meta-cognition with three experiments. From the results it can be considered that there is
the potential that only meta-cognitive control skill influences to kit-build concept map
building. It can be considered that it is related to the characteristic of KB map. In KB map
segmentation task is replaced with recognition of parts. This reduces the load of meta-
cognitive monitoring, therefore only correlation between map score and metacognitive
control. Further investigation is necessary to verify this consideration as future work.
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